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News you can use

Helping industry succeed with every turn.

June 2004

Volume 1- Issue 1

In this Issue:
Mori Seiki SL 403
Computerized Numerical
Control (CNC) lathe
• One-of- or large volume
turning capabilities on all
types of materials.
Wheel Handler
• Handling heavy equipment
wheels is now safer and
more productive.
Hydraulic Thimble
Forming Device
• An original B&D device to
automate one more intense
task.

Trade Shows:

www.minexpo.com

Las Vegas, Nevada
Sept. 27-30, 2004
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Come see us at
booth-1545

www.bdmfg.com
Helping industry
succeed with every
turn.
Find out how visit our website.

Partner with experience
and reliability for your
turning requirements
B&D Manufacturing ensures that
customers are 100% satisfied
with the products and services
that they offer. Recently they
have complimented their CNC
milling and turning capabilities by
acquiring a new state-of-the-art
Mori Seiki SL 403 Computerized
Numerical Control (CNC) lathe.
Customers are finding the combined
expertise of B&D machinists and
their advanced turning capabilities
are
producing
quality
and
consistency that surpasses other
machine shops in the north.
This lathe is capable of producing
one-of- parts or large volume
production runs efficiently and
cost-effectively.
This machine is ideal for producing
parts like railcar wheels, gear
blanks, pump parts, axles, large
shafting and tramcar wheels to
name a few. With a 40 horsepower
motor and spindle bore of 5” this
lathe can turn parts up to 26” in
diameter by 80” long.
“Our job is done when our customers
are 100% satisfied with the
products and services we provide
them,” states Mike Luttrell, General
Foreman, B&D Manufacturing.

The industry demanded a service and
B&D responded by procuring this piece
of equipment.
To learn more about the many
possibilities for all your turning and
machine shop requirements, call Mike
Luttrell for suggestions and pricing.

... More News

Wheel Handler

Handling heavy equipment wheels for installation or removal can be
safer and more productive for your organization. Reduce downtime
and keep your people functioning. In tight situations, where space
is limited or for any types of equipment that have massive wheels
that need handling, the B&D Wheel Handler is a must have for your
operation.
This product has only been available for just over one year and
there is nothing else like it on the market. This is an engineered
product and B&D can custom design and manufacture mounting
hubs to suit practically all of your equipment. All you need to provide
is the information from the equipment’s “Handler Hub Specification
Sheet”.

Order today

Customer service: Claude Perreault or Greg Zinn
Technical service: Robin Zola
Mounting hubs:
8585-4879-H2 –fits wheels for:
Wagner ST8B, Toro 1400, Toro 40T, EJC 430, JDT 426, Elphinstone R1700.
8585-4879-H3 –fits wheels for:
Elphinstone R1300.
8585-4879-H4 –fits wheels for:
CDT 1604.
8585-4879-H5 –fits wheels for:
Elphinstone R1600G.

Hydraulic Thimble Forming Device
For “thimble type” mine hoisting attachments, the B&D
Hydraulic Thimble Forming Device can help keep workers out
of harm’s way and contribute to improving production at your
operation during the recapping process.
Where tasks and equipment are large and people are small,
you cannot do without a B&D Hydraulic Thimble Forming
Device. You have a huge responsibility to your workers and
company; this one-of-a-kind apparatus will help improve
safety and keep your operation running smoothly by
automating this task.
This is a B&D custom built product and can be modified to
suit your specific requirements.

Order today
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568 Falconbridge Rd,
Unit 6 Sudbury, ON P3A 4S4
P: (705) 566-7429 F: (705) 566-2780
www.bdmfg.com
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Reduce risk and provide your workers with equipment that
helps them to perform their heavy-duty responsibilities safely
and efficiently.
Customer service: Claude Perreault or Greg Zinn
Technical service: Mike Luttrell or John Wirta

